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MEMORANDUM FOR: Philip S. Justus, Section Leader
Geology/Geophysics Section
Geotechnical Branch
Division of Waste Management

FROM: Richard R. Lee
Geology/Geophysics Section
Geotechnical Branch
Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT - AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION CHAPMAN
CONFERENCE, HARPERS FERRY, WEST VIRGINIA, OCTOBER
22-26, 1984.

On October 24-26 I attended the American Geophysical Union Chapman Conference
entitled Vertical Crustal Motion: Measurement and Modeling. The four -day
sessions I attended consisted of presentations on analyses of vertical crustal
motion and new technologies for measuring that motion. Wednesday's
presentations were devoted to anaylses of geodetic leveling and gravimetric
surveys with emphasis on the modeling potential of the results. Thursday,
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR), Very-Long-Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), and
the overall Global Positioning System (GPS) were the topics of presentations.

The major conclusion reached by the conferees was that although very precise
measurements of vertical crustal motion are obtainable from laser technology
and our emphasis is to improve that precision, we must not abandon the
traditional techniques by which all of the historical data has been obtained.

Enclosed is a portion of the meeting abstracts which are considered most
relevent to waste management.

Richard R. Lee
Geology/Geophysics Section
Geotechnical Branch
Division of Waste Management

Enclosure:
As stated
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Wednesday AM
Session V
Analysis of Vertical Motions





Session VI
Gravity Determinations of Vertical Motions





Thursday AM
Session VII
New Technologies for Measuring Vertical

Motion I



Thursday PM
Session VIII
New Technologies for Measuring Vertical

Motion 11
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Date

GEOLOGY-GEOPHYSICAL DATA REVIEW CHECKLIST

1. Name/type, identification number, and date of survey?

la. What was the overall objective of the survey?
(i.e., What features were to be identified?)

lb. What criteria were used for line or station locations selection?

1c. What geologic constraints were used in determining coverage?

1d. What was the density of coverage in survey?
(i.e., seismic coverage, gravity station locations, aeromag. flt line
spacing,...)

le. What features (i.e., structures, anomalies, stratigraphic parameters)
were determined by the survey?

1f. Comments on:
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2. How is the procedure documented?

2a. Is it a standard (ASTM) procedure? If yes, provide reference.

2b. If non-"standard", how was the procedure developed, reviewed, documented,
and approved? For example, COE, USBM, USBR, USGS, NBS, or other
(internal) processes.

2c. Have there been revisions and how and when were the revisions reviewed,
documented, approved, and implemented?

2d. Show are any deviations from the established procedures that occur during
survey documented?

2e. Comments on:
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3. What instrumentation is used for the survey?

3a. How were the reliabilities* of the instruments specified?

3b. Is there a calibration system and were calibrations systematically
carried out according to approved procedure?

3c. Are the calibration procedures traceable to national or industrial
standards?

3d. Comments on:

* Reliability is defined as the probability of an instrument to perform a
stated function under a stated environment for a stated line.
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4. What are the data processing and presentation techniques used?

4a. How can the raw numerical data be retrieved?

4b. Are the data presented in a complete and clear format?
(Comment also on the utility of the presentation.)

4c. Are the data keyed to geological, environmental, geographic or other
traceable references?

4d. Comments on:
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5. What are the acceptance/rejection criteria for the survey data?

5a. Were these criteria established prior to survey performance?

5b. How are the criteria implemented? (Data handling, review procedure,
corrective action.)

o Data Handling

o Review Procedure

o Corrective Action



Reviewer

6. General comments (such as, relationship among different surveys, impacts
on interpretation, instrument redundancy, factors resulting in test
closure, accuracy of measurements, limitations, additional uses of data,
computer programs, and other miscellaneous comments).

7. Requested Data - (Identify all data and documentation that are needed for
further review).


